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Abbreviation; used as a volume control in
audio amplifiers [two words]

American physicist (1923-2005) who worked
with Robert Noyce to create the first
integrated circuit

Miguel Sanchez’s article, “Image Processing
Development” (Circuit Cellar, June 2012),
used one of these along with an MCU and
bipolar stepper motors to accomplish some
computer vision-related tasks [two words]

The frequency where a filter’s output has
fallen by 3 dB from the maximum level that
can be achieved through the filter [two
words]

Israeli cryptographer and one of inventors of
the RSA algorithm

A capacitive sensor that changes its
polarization in response to a change in
temperature [two words]

V/n = k, where V is the volume of the gas, n
is the amount of substance of the gas, and k
is a proportionality constant [two words]

In 1978, this company released one of its
first products—a simple, MOS Technology
6502 microprocessor-based, single-board
computer [two words]

Lightening or a tripped circuit wire, for
example [two words]

Name of the radio show co-hosted by two
Circuit Cellar Q&A interviewees [three
words]

In a mechanical electrical meter, a pulse that
changes state every half rotation of the
meter’s disk and represents a quanta of
energy [two words]
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Columnist Robert Lacoste’s article, “Noise
Filters 101” (Circuit Cellar, April 2012),
discussed how to determine this and
measure it in a radio frequency filter [two
words]

Software used to create other software,
usually including a text editor, a compiler, a
linker, and a debugger

The interval between one musical pitch and
another with half or double its frequency

A unit of inductance; abbreviation “H”

According to Jeff Bachiochi’s article, a single
one of these is “a translucent sandwich of P-
type and N-type material forming a huge
diode junction that can be exposed to a light
source” [two words]

An SI unit of electric current

When a software thread relinquishes control
of the processor to the operating system

An amount of oscillation ranging from 3 kHz
to 300 GHz [two words]

ECMAScript-approved language that
supports a lot of C-structured programming
syntax


